Lighthouse- Summary of 2019
During 2019 Lighthouse our young adults group continued to meet fortnightly
and undertook a number of structured themes of studies including “Uncover see for yourself” a very good introduction to a number of topics looking at
John’s gospel, (it is also styled with lots of chemistry pictures which some
members (the scientists) specifically liked- see photo).
Another good book we used was “Gospel
centred life- becoming the person God wants
you to be”.
Evenings continue to be informal, meeting at
1915 we start with obligatory hot drink and
biscuits and sometimes something more
scrumptious while chatting. At around 1945
we start our study which we alternate who
leads and then around 2030 we wrap up with
a time of prayer often using a worship song
video related to our theme, YouTube offers a
myriad of songs on all topics we have
discovered. Then about 2045 we finish and
chat some more, how long depends on how
early we need to be up for work next day.
Also through 2019 we did some additional activities including a walk and for
some (Robert) a swim in Crummock and enjoyed bring and share teas every
term. It has also been known for some of us to go out for lunch (sausage
sandwich at wild zucchinis is especially nice) and visits to lake district wildlife
park.
We have shrunk slightly through 2019 in terms of people coming in person,
but once a member of lighthouse you remain a member forever, which our
university members enjoy.
We plan to continue through 2020 with the same format, Wednesdays
fortnightly 19:15-20:45 with additional activities through the year and always
welcome new members 17-30s to pop along and if they enjoy it pop back, so
please do tell people who may be interested in lighthouse to search for us on
Facebook or on Christ church website.

